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Abstract 

This report describes a model that gives an instrumental mea.sure for the per
ceived blockiness of JPEG-coded images. The coding algorithm JPEG is very 
often used in situations where the capacity of a system is too low to transmit im
ages uncompressed like the internet or other computer applications. The JPEG 
algorithm introduces many artefacts, like blockiness and blur. The blockiness 
increa.ses dramatically at low bitrates. The best way to mea.sure blockiness is 
to set up an experiment in which subjects rate the blockiness of coded images. 
These experiments are costly and timeconsuming . Finding an instrumental 
mea.sure that can predict the blockiness that people perceive when they view 
JPEG-coded images can reduce costs and time. The model found in this report 
uses a polynomial transformation to detect edges in the image. By estimating 
the height of the edges, the blockiness can be related to certain characteristics 
of the histogram of the edge heights. An experiment is performed in which sub
jects rate the blockiness of JPEG-coded images. The data of this experiment is 
used to evaluate the performance of the model. The results show that the model 
performs well at low bitrates. For high bitrates, the model ha.s some difficulty 
in predicting the blockiness. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Digital images contain a vast amount of information and therefore take a lot 
of memory and diskspace in computers that store these images. Transmit
ting digital images takes considerable time and bandwidth , in comparison with 
speech or written word . Digital image coding can be used to reduce the band
width while transmitting images or the memory needed for storing an image in 
memory. These coding techniques are called compression-techniques. Furht [3] 
mentions three main reasons why the present multimedia systems require data 
to be compressed. These reasons are: 

1. large storage requirements of multimedia data; 

2. relatively slow storage devices which do not allow playing multimedia data 
(specifically video) in realtime; 

3. the limited network bandwidth , which does not allow real-time video data 
transmission. 

The objective of image coding is to represent the Îmage with as few bits as pos
sible while retaining sufficient picture quality in reconstruction [9] . Compression 
techniques can be classified in two categories: lossless and lossy compression. 
The first method reduces the bitrate without losing information . After com
pression the original information (data) can be restored from the compressed 
data. The second, the lossy compression , can only partially recover the original 
image. The compressed image is similar to the original one with loss of some 
quality. Lossy compression techniques provide much higher compression ratios 
and therefore they are more often applied in image and video compression than 
lossless techniques [3] . 
The quality of digitally coded images decreases as the compression ratio in
creases. Coding techniques introduce many artefacts in digital images, like 
blockiness, blur and edge-degradation. In this paper I wil! use the JPEG-coding 
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algorithm. This algorithm uses DCT-coding in subimages of 8x8 pixels. Block
iness is one of the strongest impairments that occurs in JPEG-coded images. 
At the Institute for Perception Research (IPO) the vision group investigates 
the perceptual aspects of image quality. Image quality can not be seen as a 
one-dimensional problem, because in image coding there are several distinct 
artefacts that typically play a role. Image quality as a global measure and im
age quality at the level of specific impairments are both topics in the research 
program. 
Quality ratings for a specific impairment type are called distortion measures. 
There are two types of distortion measures. The first type rely on simple math
ematica! deviations between the original and the coded image [4]. A well known 
measure is the mean squared error (MSE). The second type, measures based on 
human perception, rely on the judgement of an human observer. These measures 
are far more appropriate, because it is the human observer who is the viewer 
of the image! At the IPO we are interessed in both kinds of measures. We try 
to find instrumental measures that can predict the (subjective) judgement of 
the image quality by an observer. For example, Kayargadde and Martens [6] 
showed that instrumental measures derived from the estimated blur and noise 
in an image could be mapped to perceptual results. Also they showed that 
predicted and perceived quality correlated wel!. 
In this way, timeconsuming experiment.sin with subjects rate attributes of coded 
images, like the amount of impairment on an artefact or the total quality of an 
image, are not needed everytime a new coding algorithm has to be tested. In
strumental measures are therefore especially useful for people who are writing 
and testing coding algorithms and to improve these algorithms. Another ap
plication can be the postprocessing of an image. An estimate for the blockiness 
of an image can be useful in reducing the blockiness with a postprocessing filter. 
The instrumental measure presented in this paper predicts the perceived block
iness of a JPEG-coded image. First we have to define what blockiness means . 
Many writers use technica! definitions for describing the blockiness. Karunsekera 
and Kingsbury define: 'Blocking artefacts are composed of horizontal and ver
tical edge distorsions.' [4]. Reeve and Lim say: 'The blocking effect manifests 
itself as artificial boundary discontinuities between subimages,caused by inform
ation loss in each subimage during coding. '[9]. I will give here a definition which 
is based on the visual aspects of blockiness: 

Blockiness is an impairment that manifests itself as sudden lumin
ance changes which causes horizontal and vertical edges in almost 
homogenous parts of a picture. For the viewer it seems like the 
picture is constructed of little blocks. 

The basic outline of this paper will be the following: 
In the next chapter we will see how the JPEG algorithm works and in which 
way blocking artefacts are caused by this algorithm. After that, I will describe 
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in chapter 3 the experimental setup that is used to get the blockiness scores of 
the subjects. Viewing conditions as well as stimulus set will be presented. After 
a mathematical description in chapter 4 of polynomial transforms and the way 
they are used in detecting edges in images, I will describe the algorithm (model) 
that is used to obtain an instrumental measure. In chapter 5, I will discuss the 
results of the experiments and the model , as well as the statistical analysis to 
combine both . In the last chapter I will discuss the results. Suggestions for 
further investigations will also be made. 
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Chapter 2 

JPEG 

The JPEG standard for coding digital images, designed by the Joint Photo
graphic Experts Group , is the most frequently used means of compressing still 
pictures. It can code full-color images, achieving an average compression ratio 
of 15:1 [3] . lts design meets special constraints which make the standard very 
fl exible. For example: the JPEG-encoder is parameterizable, so that the ap
plication or user can set the desired compression/ quality tradeoff [11]. JPEG 
can therefore be used in finding a measure for the blockiness, since quality and 
therefore blockiness can be varied easily within a certain range. 
JPEG has four modes of operation: 

• Sequentia/ encoding: each image is encoded in a single left-to-right , top
to-bottom scan. 

• Progressive DCT-based encoding: The image is encoded in multiple scans, 
the image builds up in passes. 

• Lossless encoding: The image can be exactly reconstructed from the code 
to the original image (Compression is much lower in this way). 

• Hierarchical encoding: the image is encoded in multiple resolutions. 

In this report we will use JPEG-images which are sequentially coded. We only 
use gray level images , to shorten time required to do calculations and processing. 
Our research topic is focused on blockiness so we are not interested in artefacts 
that appear while coding full- color images . As an introduction , I will discuss 
globally the JPEG-encoder. It will give a better understanding of the origin 
of the blockiness and other impairments in JPEG-coded images. Also it will 
be necessary to explain the way in which the quality of a JPEG-image can be 
varied using a quality-factor. 
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2.1 The JPEG encoder 

Coded Image 
(compressed) 
1011 .. .. 10011 

The image is devided in 8x8 blocks which are coded seperately (see figure 2.1) . 
The graylevel values are shifted from the range [0 ,255] to the range [-128 ,127] . 
These values are then transformed into the frequency domain , using the For
ward Discrete Cosine Transform (FDCT). The mathematica! definition of a 8x8 
FDCT is: 

F( ) lC( )C( )[~~!( ) (2x+ l)U7r (2y+l)V7rl (2_1) U,V = 4 U V L.., L.., X, y * COS 
16 

COS 
16 

x=Oy=O 

C(u) ,C(v)= { J2 ifu ,v =O 
1 for U, V > Ü 

The FDCT can be viewed as a harmonie analyzer [11]. The FDCT takes the 
8x8 input signa! and decomposes it into 64 orthogonal basis signals. Each basis 
signa! represents a unique two dimensional 'spatial frequency '. Together these 
64 coeffi cients form the spectrum of the input signa!. The F(O. 0) is called the 
DC-coefficient , the remaining 63 are called AC-coeficients. Most of (higher) 
spatial frequencies (AC-coefficients) have zero or near-zero values. So these 
coefficients don 't need to be encoded. Therefore, a entropy encoder is used. 
The data-compression in JPEG is achieved in this way. 
The 64 DCT-coeffi cients are quantized using a quantization table (see figure 2.1). 
The quantization is done using the following equation: 

[
F(u , v)] 

Fq(u , v) = IntegerRound Q(u , v) (2 .2) 
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We used the baseline sequentia! JPEG encoder and decoder software package of 
the Independent JPEG Group. This coder uses a standard quantization table, 
which is given below. 

16 11 10 16 24 40 51 61 
12 12 14 19 26 58 60 55 
14 13 16 24 40 57 69 56 

Q(u, v) = 14 17 22 29 51 87 80 62 
(2.3) 18 22 37 56 68 109 103 77 

24 35 55 64 81 104 113 92 
49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101 
72 92 95 98 112 100 103 99 

At the top-left corner you see the quantization-coefficient of the DC-coefficient. 
Around it are the lower AC-coefficients. These coefficients contain the most 
important part of the information that 's in the picture, so their quantization 
values are quite small ( < 20). For the higher spatial frequencies , the quantiza
tion values become bigger, resulting in a greater quantization and thus a higher 
compression of the information in these components. Because of the fact that 
the magnitude of the high-frequency coefficients are relatively low, the integer 
round function will round many of these coefficients to zero after quantization. 
The bottom-right corner of the coefficient-table of F9 ( u , v) will therefore contain 
mostly zeros. After quantization, the 63 AC-coefficients are ordered in a zig-zag 
sequence, placing low-frequency coefficients before high-frequency-coefficients. 
In this way, the coefficients can be efficiently coded. The coding is clone using 
an entropy-coder (see Figure 2.1). For more details about this step, refer to 
Wallace [11] or Furht [3]) . 

2.2 Variation of quality and bitrate 

The bitrate of a compressed image is varied by multiplication of the standard 
quantization-table by a scalar. Bitrate and quality are related, if the bitrate is 
reduced , the quality will go down. In the JPEG-encoder of the Indenpendent 
JPEG group used for this paper , JPEG images are encoded with a quality factor 
(see Q-factor in figure 2.1) het.ween 0 and 100, were 100 is the best (all elements 
in the Quantization-table are set to 1, so there are only rounding errors , litt le 
or no compression) and 0 is the worst. The encoder uses the following formula 
to change (scale) the quantization-table: 

Q ( )
_Q(u,v)*QSF+50 

s caled U, V - l00 (2.4) 

{ 
sooo for Q < 50 

Where QSF = 2g0 - 2Q for 50 ~ Q < 100 (2.5) 
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Figure 2.2: QSF as a function of the quality factor Q 

QSF is plotted as a function of the Q-factor in 2.2. 
Fora quality of 50 (Q = 50) the quantization-table is not changed (except from 
a small offset of 0.5 which is recommended by the JPEG-standard. Other values 
of Q scale the table up or down . For example, if Q = 75 then QSF = 50 and a ll 
the values of Q scaled( u, v) are half of their original values. Thus the quantization 
is reduced by a factor of 2, resulting in better quality and lower compression . 
lf Q = 25 then QSF = 200, resulting in quantization values that are two times 
the original values, resulting in better compression and lower quality. lf the user 
encodes a JPEG with a Q = 0 then Q is set to 1, to prevend zero-devision. 
Below 50 , the quality-factor is used in a non-linear way to scale the quantization
table, which can be seen in formula 2.5. In this way, the Q-parameter of the 
JPEG-encoder gives a bit of a clue about the visual quality of the image. In the 
range of Q below 50, the quality decreases non-linearly with the quantization. 
Equal steps in quality need bigger steps in quantization sealing (QSF) for low 
Q-values. 

2.3 Artefacts in JPEG-coded images 

The quantization-table (formula 2.3) is used to quantize the DCT-coefficients. 
As can be seen in the table, higher frequencies are quantized more. Quantiz
ation of the higher frequencies is usually less visible , although it creates edge
distortions like ringing and blurring. Blockiness is a low-frequency artefact and 
is caused by the quantization of the DC-coefficient and the lower AC-coefficients. 
The quantization of these coefficients is less than that of the higher frequency 
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coeffi cients. Yet , blocking artefacts are the most apparent in JPEG-coded im
ages, especially when coded a t low bitrates. By tuning the quantization-table 
for the DC-component , quantizing the higher AC-coeffi ents more and the DC
coeffi cients less, the overall quality can be improved and the blockiness reduced 
while keeping the bitrate at a constant value (See for an example the DC-tuning 
in an article by Van Dijk [l]) . 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental setup 

The effectiveness of the instrumental measure that I will discuss in this paper 
can only be judged by comparing the measure with judgements of subjects. 
Therefore an experiment had to be set up in which the blockiness of a set of 
images was rated by subjects. This experiment was integrated as a part of 
another experiment , investigating the overall quality of JPEG-coded images. 

3.1 Stimuli 

Four different scenes were used during the experiment. All of them are natura! 
scenes; a sailing scene.an interior room scene, a portrait scene and a landscape 
scene. These scenes will further on be refered to as baat, child, girls and light
house respectively. The images were acquired from a Kodak PhotoCD demon
stration disc. The original 8 bit grayscale images had a resolution of 512x768. 

For the experiment we reduced the size to 240x480, to be able to display two 
images simultaneously on the screen . The four scenes are shown in figure 3.1. 
To vary the quality as well as the blockiness, each scene was compressed by 
the Baseline Sequentia! JPEG compression software pakage of the Independent 
JPEG Group using 9 different quality-factors (see section 2.2) . This " Quality" 
parameter was set to 20, 25 , 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 which resulted in the 
4x9 different stimuli. A quality of 20 results in a high compression-ratio, causing 
low picture-quality and dominant blocking artefacts. A quality of 90 results in 
low compression, but a high quality picture with almost no visual artefacts. We 
<lid not use any compression rate lower than the result of " Quality" 20 due to 
the poor image quality at that rate. Images at such low compression rates are 
not useful in most applications because of their poor quality. 
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Figure 3.1: The four scenes used in the experiment and model 
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3.2 Display 

The images were displayed on a BARCO high-resolution , noninterlaced 50Hz 
monitor . The grey-value-to-luminance characteristic of the monitor was meas
ured. A look-up table was determined such that the relationship between the 
grey-value g and the luminance L for the whole combined chain of devices (DA 
conversion , look-up table and monitor) can be described as : 

L = { Lmax(9/9max )1' 
Lmin 

for Lmax (g / 9max )1' > Lmin 
for Lmax (g / 9max )1' ~ Lmin 

(3.1) 

Where O ~ g ~ 9max, with 9max = 255 and 1 = 2.5. The maximum luminance 
measured was Lmax = 67.59 cd/m2 and the minimum Juminance measured was 
Lmin = 0.012 cd/m2 . By using the look-up table in our experiments, we have 
callibrated the relationship between the grey-values of the computer-images and 
luminance-values displayed during the experiment . This is also important for 
the model, which uses a special front-end to reproduce as good as possible the 
conditions under which the image was shown. 

3.3 Viewing Conditions 

The images were presented on a callibrated monitor , placed in a <lark room with 
dimly lit 'white' background. The viewing distance is 0.80 m, which corresponds 
to a viewing distance/display height ratio of 3.2. This is much lower than the 
recommendation of CCIR, that states a viewing distance/display height ratio of 
6. We <lid this because the systems that are normally used for displaying digital 
(JPEG) images are computer systems, where the viewing distance usually is 
between 0.5 and 1 m. The images were displayed for a fixed time of 5 s, with 
at least 2 s adaptation period between two presentations. The adaptation fi eld 
was uniform and had a luminance of 13 cd/m2 . This is approximately equal to 
the average mean luminance of the images for each scene. 

3.4 Method 

During the first experimental session dissimilarity scores were obtained for pairs 
of stimuli , consisting of two images of the same scene presented at the left en 
right side of the monitor simultanuously. These scores are not needed for the 
measure discussed in this paper so I will not discuss this first experimental 
session any further . The second experimental session was a numerical category 
sealing experiment, consisting of three subsessions in which the subjects were 
asked to judge three different attributes; blockiness, unsharpness (blur) , and 
quality. In each subsession they had to evaluate a single attribute. The stimulus 
set used during these three subsessions consisted of 9 stimuli per scene and 
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was repeated 3 times at random order, resulting in a total of 108 stimuli per 
subsession. One image at a time was shown to the subjects, placed in the 
middle of the screen. They had to make a judgement of the attribute in the 
image on an Il-point numerical category scale, ranging from O to 10. The score 
10 indicates a strong perception of the attribute. No perceptual occurrence of 
the attribute in the image is rated by 0. Before each subsession a trial session 
was held which was meant for the subjects to get a better understanding of the 
range of ratings. Five subjects took part in the two sessions of the experiment. 
They were all familiar with the numerical category sealing and the concepts 
of image quality, unsharpness (blur) and blockiness. For this report, only the 
scores for the blockiness of the individual images (per subject) are important. 
The results of this experiment will be discussed in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 

Model for predicting 
blockiness 

Kayargadde and Martens [7] show in their paper a strategy towards perceptual 
image quality modeling. In figure 4.1, a model is shown derived from the model 
of Kayargadde and Martens. The displayed image differs from the original one. 
All kinds of distortions apear in the display-sequence from graylevel image via 
the display-system to perception by the human observer . The image is shown 
on a monitor with certain characteristics. In our experiment, the monitor is 
callibrated so we know how the luminance image on the monitor is related ap
proximately to the original graylevel image (see section 3.2). Noise and blur , as 
well a non-linear transformations in the first stages of the human visual system 
have to be taken into account. Modeling these distortions and transformations 
makes sure that both the human observer and the computer are presented with 
approximately the same 'displayed ' image. The model that describes and com
putes these transformations on a image is called the display model. The model 
for predicting blockiness can now be seen as a three stage process. First , the im
age is transformed using the front-end . The second stage is the edge-detection 
using polynomial transform. In the third stage the blockiness is estimated out 
of the data from the edge-detection, using a histogram and peak-detection . I 
will discuss these three stages in the next three sections. 

4.1 Characteristics of the front-end 

In the model, I use a common front-end which is also used by Kayargadde and 
Martens [6 , 7] . This front-end consists of three transforms of the luminance 
input image. If the input is a gray-value image then it is first converted to a 
luminance image (see formula 3.1). 
First the image is blurred by a gaussian blur filter with blur parameter b0 = 0.5. 
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Figure 4.1: Model for predicting blockiness 

The blur parameter indicates the spread of the gaussian filter expressed in units 
of the sampling distance. This value represents the blur that is introduced by 
the display and the visual system [7] . 
Second, the filtered luminance images is transformed into psychometrie light
ness . Non-linear transformations in the early stage of the visual system are 
represented in this way. The psychometrie lightness L • is expressed as: 

L* = { 116(L/Lmax)½ - 16 for L/Lmax > 0.008856 (4.l) 
903.3(L/ Lmax) for L/ Lmax '.S 0.008856 

Third and last , noise is added to the psychometrie lightness-values , representing 
the intrinsic noise in the earlier stages of the visual system. Kayargadde and 
Martens used a gaussian distributed noise with a standard deviation of no = 3. 
I checked this value but for the application of JPEG images on a high resolution 
monitor , non interlaced, it was much too large. Because of the smaller viewing 
distance the noise was to obvious. 
Typically, when adding noise and blur in the front-end, these additions should 
be below threshold, since they represent system specific distorsions that can not 
be seen. Therefore, I did a small experiment in which I processed an image out 
of my dataset using the front-end. After that, I processed the image back to a 
gray-value image. When this image is presented on the monitor , using the right 
look-up table and viewing distance, typically no difference should be visible 
between the original and processed image. In a small experiment consisting of 
two subjects, I estimated the threshold at which noise could just be seen in the 
picture between 0.3 and 0. 7, depending on the scene. I therefore used a value 
n0 = 0.5 in the front-end of my model. 
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4.2 Edge-detection using polynomial transforms 

In this subsection I will discuss briefly the mathematica! and practical aspects 
of edge detection using polynomial transforms. Kayargadde and Martens [6] 
used polynomial transforms in estimation blur and noise. Edge detection can 
be used to estimate the spread of a blurring kemel , because blurring typically 
is most obvious at edges (visually and mathematically) . Blockiness can also be 
estimated by using edge-detection. Blocking artefacts are typically edges with 
a height in a limited range that is a function of the quantization. 
The height and position of an edge can be estimated using polynomial trans
forms . This polynomial transformation involves two steps [5] . In the first step 
the image is localized by multiplying with a window-function . So the image
content is investigated locally, at some positions (or all) in the image. Within 
each window the local image-content is analysed by describing it as a sum of 
weighted polynomials. This is called forward polynomial transform . Interpol
ating the polynomial coefficients with windowed polynomials will recover the 
original image (inverse polynomial transform) . When a Gaussian window is 
used, the Hermite polynomials are used for the expansion. Kayargadde and 
Martens [5] state that a Gaussian window function is one of the best window 
fun ctions, because processes in the early stages of the human visual system work 
in a similar way, using gaussian derivatives . 

4.2.1 An example of a edge 

Before showing mathematically how the edge detection works , I will first give 
an example of a detected edge. In figure 4.2 a sample made on a vertical line 
is drawn. This vertical line is taken from boat 20, a JPEG-coded image with 
Q = 20. In the left of figure 4.2 an enlarged region from boat 20 is shown. Since 
the quality factor is low, the blocking artefacts in this image are large. The 
edge-detection algorithm detects a vertical edge at (26,127). A sample taken 
from the image is show as a dashed line in the upper plot of figure 4.2. This 
sample is windowed with a gaussian window. The result is shown as the solid 
line in the upper plot . The gaussian window has it 's origin at (26,127) . Note 
that the original sample is a fluctuating signa!, instead of a 'nice' DC-signal with 
only a step in it . These fluctuations are caused by the JPEG-coding, and are 
perceived as a large blocking artefact along a horizontal line through (26,127) . 
In the lower plot of figure 4.2 the edge which is detected is shown by a dashed 
line. The solid line represents the gaussian windowed version of this edge. Now 
it can be seen how the edge-detection works . The detection-algorithm ana
lyses the gaussian windowed sample (gauss. piet sample) of the original image. 
With a ideal edge model (order is 2) it detects an edge (gauss. edge-samp.) 
at (26,127) . If the fit between the the sample (upper plot , solid line) and the 
detected edge (lower plot, solid line) is above a certain threshold , then the edge 
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is accepted. The height of the edge is now estimated using the gaussian deriv
atives of the sample. I will explain this later . Using the height-parameter the 
solid line (edge-sample) is drawn in the lower plot of figure 4.2 . 
There are some differences between the sample and the detected edge in fig
ure 4.2 . But it is clear that the detected edge gives a good representation of the 
step that can be seen in the original sample, if you forget about the fiuctuations . 
Of course, these fiuctuations can not be detected by a simple ideal edge model 
of order 2. But we don 't need a better model , because in this example, the 
blocking artefact which could be seen in the image, was indeed detected as a 
edge. 

4.2.2 Mathematica! analysis 

The detection of edges and estimating of certain parameters of these edges can 
be done by polynomial analysis using Hermite transforms. I will discuss a one
dimensional model, since (block)edges in JPEG are vertically or horizontally 
oriented , due to the orthogonal DCT-coding of 8x8 sample-blocks. 
The hermite-coeffi cients at a certain position (x = 0) of a lD-pattern l( x) are 
given by: 

ln(C!) = 1:00 

l(x)dn(- x, C!)dx (4 .2) 

The analysis filter dn is proportional to the n-th derivative of a Gaussian : 

1 d" [ 1 [ x
2
]] dn(X C!) = -- --- -- exp --, J2nnT d(x/C!t C!,/ir (!2 

(4 .3) 

In this paper , dn will be represented by a n-th order multirate filter bank us
ing gaussian derivatives. So using such a filterbank allows us to compute the 
Hermite coeffi cients of a lD-pattern. To be complete: we have to remember that 
in this case the functions used are discrete instead of the continuous fun ctions 
we talk about here. 
An ideal edge an be represented by the following formula for the lD-pattern 
l( x): 

l (x) =ka+ ~ka ea (x - d) 

x <0 
x~ 0 

and e~(x ) = ó(x ) 

( 4.4) 

In this formula, ea represents the unit-step of an ideal edge, ~ka the amplitude
step of this edge, d is the distance of the step from the origin (x = 0) and 
ka is the mean amplitude of the edge at the origin . If we apply the Hermite 
transformation on the formula of an ideal edge, we see that we can recompute 
the parameters of that edge using the coefficients of the Hermite transform. For 
an ideal edge, only Hermite coeffi cients up to order 2 are needed to estimate the 
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parameters of such an edge. Using equation 4.4 for the ideal edge in equation 4.2 
gives rise to the following Hermite-coeffi cients up to order 2. 

lo ~ ko ( d) ko - -
2
- erf -;; (4.5) 

l1 = ~ exp [-(~f] ( 4.6) 

l2 ~ ~ko exp [- ( ~ r l 
(7 ,/2i (7 

(4.7) 

The coeffi cient l0 contains an erf-function (equation 4.5). So the zero-order 
Hermite coeffi cient represents the edge, filtered by a gaussian. This zero-order 
coeffi cient is not needed in the esimation . From the Hermite coeffi cients l1 and 
/ 2 the parameters ~ko (amplitude-step) and d (distance of step to origin) can 
be estimated. We use a short form a0 for the exp-function to make this more 
clear: 

ao ~ exp [- (~f] (4.8) 

l1 
ao 

(4.9) 
v2 

l2 
d ao 

(4 .10) -;; v2 
d fi , the distance of step relative to <7 of window (4.11) 
(7 

~ko ,/2i l1 exp [ ( ~) 
2
] , the amplitude step of the edge (4 .12) 

Thus, using a Hermite transform with order 2, the parameters of an ideal edge 
can be detected and estimated . The Hermite transform can thus be used to 
detect (ideal) edges in all sort of 1D-signals. 
In the next subsection I will discuss in detail the practical method in which 
the above mathematica} theory is used. Also I will discuss the opt imization of 
the parameters, like window length and the <7 of the window , that are used in 
detecting edges. 

4.2. 3 The details of the edge-detect ion model 

In this section I will discuss the edge detection in the vertical direction. The de
tection in the horizontal direction is similar and will therefore not be discussed. 
The edge-detection-model (see fi gure 4.3) consists of three main blocks, namely: 
polyf, polya and polyedges. 
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Figure 4.3: Model for edge-detection in the vertical direction 

Their names are choosen equal to the names of the corresponding building 
blocks in the program cantata, the interface of Khoros . Khoros is a set of 
processing programs which are used at IPO for processing digital images. The 
analysis filter bank that comes from polyf has an order of 2 and thus can detect 
ideal edges. The filters are gaussian with a window length of 13 and a c; of 
1.5 (all lengths are related to the sampling distance). The sampling distance 
is set to 1, so each sample in the image is analysed. The window length and 
spread are important parameters in the model. For a good detection of an edge, 
the window has to be choosen carefully. A small window will not contain a 
sufficiently large part of the edge, a large window will not detect the place of 
an edge accurately, thus reducing the accuracy of the estimates [5] . 
A window located with it's origin at the position of the edge gives the best 
estimate of the edge-parameters , because all the information of the edge is at 
the most sensitive region of the window (the most insensitive are the tails of 
the window). The subimages of JPEG , consisting of 8x8 bloks, are relatively 
small. It is possible that at each side of an 8x8 block an edge is located. A 
window located at on edge, should not cover the next edge (8 samplepoint 
away) , otherwise the information of the nearest edge is disturbed by the other 
edge. So the length of one side the window should not exceed 7. We chose a 
value of 6 and thus a windowlength of 13. Kayargadde and Martens [5] state 
that when c; > 3T/2 (where T is the sampling interval) the effect of sampling 
on the SNR of the polynomial coeffi cients is neglectible. Thus we can safely 
assume that the theory in subsection 4.2.2 holds if we choose the c; this way. In 
our case this is possible. We choose c; = 1.5. Then the windowlength is about 
4 times c; at each side. The tai! will than be sufficiently close to zero to contain 
al the information that's underneath the window. 
The polya does the analysing that is represented in formula 4.2. The image is 
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windowed with the gaussian derivatives that are constructed by polyf. 
The polyedges building block detects and estimates edges . In this block, the edge 
model can be chosen, as wel as the parameters that have to be estimated and 
the threshold on certain parameters to accept an edge or a value of a parameter. 
We use an ideal edge model, no blur with an order of two. As a masking image, 
we use an lattice, looking only for edges on the transitions between two 8x8 
sample-blocks. The lattice has a period of 8 and a thickness of two. So we look 
for edges at (y = 0, y = 7, y = 8, y = 15, y = 16, .. etc.). 
In polyedges, we have to give again the spread of the windowing function , which 
is 1.5. We can adjust the standard thresholds that are in polyedges. I found out 
that it worked quite well with the standardized thresholds. Only the threshold 
on the distance was changed. Since the sampling distance is one, we look at each 
sample individually, therefore d can be very small. To get the best estimate, the 
edge should !ie within the half of the samping distance from the edge, otherwise 
the edge can be detected better at the next or previous sample point . So we 
put a threshold at d/r7 = 0.33333. The threshold on the fit (0.95) and on the 
amplitude (0.0) remained at their initia! values. 
Polyedges constructs a multiband image, consisting of a image in which for 
each pixel the height of a detected edge (amplitude-step) is stored , as well as an 
image in which the positions of detected edges are given. These images can be 
used to extract a measure for the blockiness, which I shall discuss in the next 
su bsection . 

4.3 Blockiness estimates using histograms 

The estimation of the blockiness is done by using information about the distri
bution of the amplitude-steps of the edges in the image. The method that is 
used is given schematically in fi gure 4.4 . Again , the blocks represent the build
ing blocks in cantata. At the left the results of the edge-detection (in horizontal 
and vertical direction) are entered in two blocks that compute the absolute val
ues of the multi band images. In this way, the 'sign ' of the edge is removed , since 
we are only interested in the height and not in the direction of the edges. 
The multiband-images are spli t (vbandsptl) in two images, one containing the 
amplitude steps of detected edges and one containing the positions at which 
edges are detected. 
Edge-detection is done into two directions, the horizontal and vertical direction. 
These results must be combined. lt 's important to note that it is possible that 
the edge-detection has estimated two edges at the same spot , one in x and one 
in y-direction. So the results of the detection in y and x have to be added with 
care. An XOR can be used for the positions in x and y direction . If x en y are 
both true (edge detected) then the XOR returns a 'zero '. This output is used as 
a masking image for the block (vadd) that adds the two images which contain 
the height of the edges. If an edge occurs in both directions, only the one in 
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the vertical (y) direction is used. Another choice would be that both edges are 
rejected , since it is impossible that there are edges in both directions at the 
same time. On the oher hand , by using the lattices in x and y direction , com
binations of edges in x en y direction are only possible at the crossing-point in 
these lattices (thus the outer edges of the 8x8 subsamples). At these locations, 
4 8x8 blocks come together , and thus it is possible that there are two edges at 
those locations. 
In this paper I made the first choice: take the edge in the y-direction if there 
are two candidates. The output of the vadd block is connected with a band 
combiner (vbandcomb). 
The XOR output can be used in future analysis to exclude the locations where 
two edges are detected. This image is also connected to the band combiner. 
A third image is computed from the block vadd . This image has a threshold 
on the amplitude of the step, to filter some distortions in the lower part of the 
amplitude-histogram. I will discuss this later. 
Now we have computed three images that contain all the information we need 
to estimate the blockiness. The first is the amplitude-step image, the second is 
the amplitude-step image with a threshold and the third is the positions image 
that contains all positions with only one detected edge. These three resulting 
images are combined ( vbandcomb) in a multi band image. Using a quality-model 
(M-comb) the histogram and peak of the amplitude-step image are computed, 
using the positions image as an independent variable. This is done for the 
amplitude-step image without threshold and the image with the threshold. In 
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Figure 4.5: Histograms of image child for large blocking artefacts ( Q = 20) and small 
blocking artefacts ( Q = 90) 

this way peaks can be compared. Due to quantization ( discrete images) and 
noise (from the front-end) , a large peak appears for an amplitude-step between 
0.5 and 0.8. Blockiness is responsible for another peak, that is located at other 
values (typically between 1 and 6) for the amplitude-step. 
The peak estimator computes histograms in two bins . In the first bin , all 
amplitude steps are ordered where there are no edges detected (A zero in the 
positions-image). The second bin contains the information we want: it com
putes a histogram and a peak over all positions where an edge is detected. The 
histograms can be smoothed (in M-comb) to reduce the noise. In this way. peaks 
are detected more consistent ly. 
The peak that is estimated by M-comb represents the blocking artefact of the 

image that is processed by the model. To use the peak-information correctly, the 
histogram of the amplitude-steps has to be checked and interpreted . Sometimes, 
the wrong peak is detected. Using the information of the histogram, these faults 
can be prevented. An example of two histograms is given in figure 4.5 . Two 
histograms for the child scene are plotted here. On the left the plot for child 
20 is shown. This image is a low quality image with large blocking artefacts. 
There is a large peak between an amplitude-step of 0.5 to 1 and a even larger 
one for an amplitude-step of 3.5 . This last peak is used for detecting blockiness , 
the former is due to quantization . This can be seen in the plot for child 90 . 
There the two peaks for quantization and blockiness come together around an 
amplitude-step of 1. 
The blockiness peak shifts toward the quantization peak as the Q-factor of an 
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JPEG-coded image increases. Therefore, with increasing quality (Q-factor) , the 
peak will be harder to detect due to interference with the quantization peak. 
The quantization peak can also interfere at low Q-factors, if the height of it 
exceeds the height of the blockiness peak. But then is can be filtered out by the 
second peak-detection , which has a threshold for amplitude-steps below 1. 
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Chapter 5 

Results 

In this section I will present the results that come from both the experiment 
described in chapter 3 and the model described in chapter 4. In the first part 
of this chapter , I will give the direct results of both previous chapters. In the 
second part , I will show some results of a cluster analysis. In the third and 
last part I will show the results of a regression analysis on the subjects' data, 
compared with the data from the model. 
The main problem in comparing results is to find a measure for the fitting of 
the model on the subjects' data. What 'behaviour ' should the model show to 
be a good estimator of the perceived blockiness? A possible view (related to the 
Turing-dilemma) could be the following: 

Imagine we are presented with the data of an experiment in which 
subjects and a computer (also presented as subject-data) have estim
ated the blockiness of a JPEG-coded image. The task is to ident ify 
the computerdata in this whole set of subjects ' data. If the computer 
data cannot be identified from the rest of the data, with a certain 
percentage of certainty, then the model is a good model because it 
performs as well as a subject. 

It's for this reason that regression analysis and cluster analysis is done on the 
data of the experiment and the model. But first I wil! give the direct results of 
the experiment and the model. 

5.1 Results of subjects' blockiness rating and 
the prediction of the model 

Five subjects have rated the blockiness of a set of JPEG-coded images. The 
results of these five people are combined and showed as a z-score. A z-score 
is a linear translation, a standardized score, that expresses the deviation of a 
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datapoint from the mean of the data in standard deviations units . The z-score 
z; for a rating (score) x; is given by: 

X; - X 
z; =-

a 
(5.1) 

The z-score is computed within a subject . Comparing between z-scores means 
that you don 't have to account for the absolute sealing differences , like the dif
ference between one subject who only gives ratings between 2 and 8 and another 
that gives ra tings over the full scale between O and 10. Comparing subjects is 
about comparing their relative differences. This is particulary important while 
comparing the result of the computer model with the subject scores, since they 
have a different maximum amplitude. 

For all 36 images that were used in the experiment ( 4 scenes, 9 different Q
factors ranging from 20 to 90) the blockiness is estimated. The blockiness score 
from the computer model is represented by the position of the peak in the his
togram of the amplitude step of the edge. These peaks are estimated with care. 
In the data I used here, I had to make some adjustments to the raw data. For 
some low values of Q at some images the height of the blockiness peak was 
little lower than the height of the quantization peak, therefore I used the peak 
detector with the amplitude threshold. This was only the case for girls 20 and 
lighthouse 20, 25, 30 and 40 . 
For Girls 40 I had to do a peak estimation myself, since none of the peak de
tectors detected the right one. I also adjusted the smoothing of the histogram 
for certain images , because of the occurence of noise in the histogram. I used a 
smoothing of 2 for boat and child . a smoothing of 4 for girls and a smoothing 
of 1 for lighthouse. In genera! it can be said that for the first three scenes the 
estimation of the peak worked qui te wel!. Only the lighthouse scene showed are
latively small blocking-peak that disappeared quickly with increasing Q-factor. 
The results for each scene are plotted in figure 5.1. The 'sealing exp ' line rep
resents the mean of the z-scores for the blockiness from the five subjects that 
participated in the sealing experiment. The 'preéliction ' line represents the z
score for the blockiness of the computermodel. The blockiness predicted by the 
model seems to follow the results of the experiment . For Q-factors above 50 the 
computer model seems to encounter a threshold . This threshold is not present 
in the experimental data . 

5.2 Cluster analysis 

A cluster analysis can be used to find groups of data that are similar. Everitt [2] 
defines solving a clustering problem: 

Given a number of object or individuals, each of which is described 
by a set of numerical measures, devise a classification scheme for 
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grouping the objects into a number of classes such that objects 
within classes are similar in some respect and unlike those from 
other classes. The number of classes and the characteristics of each 
class are to be determined. 

In our case there area number of individuals, 5 subjects and a computer, who 
have given a set of ratings for the blockiness. If we are able to show statistically 
that the subjects fall into one cluster and the computer in another, then we can 
show that the computer model is not a perfect perceptual measure. 
As a cluster technique, I used a hierarchical clustering method in which classes 
are classified into groups and groups of classes are again classified into groups. 
This process is repeated to form an inverted tree structure. Everitt calls the 
inverted trees dendrograms [2]. These dendrograms illustrate the fusions which 
have been made at each succesive stage of the analysis [2, page 25]. 
Hierachical clustering involves a sequence of steps. Other techniques use a 
cluster criterium or a density function to partition the data in one single step. 
I used the Ward 's minimum variance method that is implemented in SAS, a 
statistica! package. It's an agglomerative method, starting with all the indi
viduals/objects separated, and proceeding in a serie of succesive fusions between 
individuals or groups of individuals. Ward's method uses a distance-measure 
that is given by [10, page 535]: 

(5.2) 

Where D KL is the distance between cluster K en L, X; represents observation i 
(in our case: the blockiness-score fora certain Q-factor), XK is the mean vector 
for cluster K and N K is the number of observations in cluster K. 
In Ward 's minimum variance method, the distance between two clusters ( D KL) 
is in fact the ANOVA sum of squares between the two clusters added up over 
all variables. The method starts with all the individuals seen as different ob
servations. Every next generation-step, the within cluster sum of squares is 
minimized over all partitions obtainable by merging two clusters from the pre
vious generation [10, page 536]. 
So the clusters with the minimum distance are joined, creating a new, single 
cluster containing both old clusters. In the first step, each row with observations 
(a complet set of judgements of one subject over all images of a scene) is seen 
as a different cluster. Step by step, the data will be finally clustered together 
in one big cluster. In SAS, the distance between two joined clusters is given 
as a sum of squares divided by the total sum of squares to give proportions of 
variance. This distance measure is called squared semipartial correlation. 

I calculated clustering trees for all the four scenes. In figure 5.2 you can see 
the trees, giving the clustering sequence from bottom to top . The values at the 
right are the cumulative semipartial squared correlations. The height between 
two consecutively joint clusters (thus the difference between two successive val-
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ues) is the semipartial squared correlation for that particular combination of 
clusters. This value gives a distance measure of the two joint clusters, in re
lation the total distance between all clusters , since the sum of all semipartial 
squared correlations is one. 
Five subjects give five rows of observations , the computer model gives the sixth 
row of observations . In a few steps all the single observations are clustered into 
one group. The last step in the clustering tree is not that informative, since we 
are not interested in one group. lt 's the last-but-one step that is informative.The 
computer model is not a good model, if this sixth observation is clustered in the 
last step, since then the data can be clustered in two groups: a group containing 
all subjects and a group with only the computer in it . 
In the first analysis I used al the data and thus all the scores for all Q-factors. 
Because of the obvious threshold at Q=50 for the predictions of the blockiness 
by the computer-model, we expect that a clustering would make some difference 
between the model and the subjects. This is indeed true for two scenes : boat 
and lighthouse. The other two scenes show a clustering in two groups , one of 
four individuals and one of a certain individual combined with the computer
model. I also calculated clustering trees for the data for Q between 20 and 50 
(see figure 5.3). In the results of the previous section , we saw that for this range, 
blockiness predicted by the model is close to the perceived blockiness of the sub
jects. For this range, all clustering trees cannot distinguish the computer-model 
from the subjects, which gives a good clue about the performance of the model 
for low Q-factors . Apparently the model works quite well for Q-factors below 
50 and less well for factors above 50. 

5.3 Regression analysis 

Another way to test the effectiveness of the computermodel, is to do a regression 
analysis on the subjects data. The idea is the following: 
A line is fit through the data of the ratings for blockiness, given as a function 
of the value of the Q-factor. If there is a good fit with a high correlation 
coefficient , then we can compute a 95% confidence region around this line. All 
points t hat fall within this region cannot be rejected as part of the data from 
the subject-scores, using a = 5%. So if all the computer-estimates fall within 
the 95% region of the regression-line, than these estimates are closely related to 
the blockiness-ratings of the subjects. 
In this way, we can say with some certainty whether the model (instrumental 
measure) is good or not. In a cluster analysis it is not possible to give any 
certainty about the effective prediction of the computer model, unless the data 
for the computer model is clustered with the subjects' data in the Jast step. 
Then the model can be rejected as being a good model because it is clustered 
apart from all the subjects' data. 
A multiple regression analysis wil! be needed to find a model for the mean value 
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of the blockiness, given the subjects' data. This can be seen in figure 5. 1. The 
results of the sealing experiment are given by a line that is slightly curved . 
So a simpel lineair regression using a straight-line model will not succeed in 
predicting values for the blockiness very wel!. In this paper we try to fit the 
subjects' data in a third order model: 

(5.3) 

In our case, x represents the Q-factor and y the z-score of the blockiness. The 
error between the model and a real value for y (blockiness) is given by c The 
mean of t: is zero. We use the method of least squares to fit the parameters (3; 
of the model. So we choose estimates of (30 , /31 , /32 and (33 that minimize 

(5.4) 

where data point i is an observation of the blockiness (yi) , given a image with 
quali ty factor (xi). The predicted values are indicated with a hat. 
For a certain set of data points i matrix algebra can be used to find a least 
squares solut ion for the certain set of values for (30 to (33 . For a detailed de
scription, refer to [8, page 475-478]. The estimated values of the parameters /3; 
of the model can be tested against a null hypothesis Ho : /3; = 0. For the test 
statistic of this test , refer to [8, page 486]. 
A measure of the fitting of the model on the data is given by multiple coeffi cient 
of determination : 

2 SSE ~ _ 2 
R = l - ~ , where SS YY = L., (y; - y ) 

yy 
(5.5) 

The mul tiple coeffi cient of determination (R2
) is a simple statistic that tells us 

how well the model fi ts the data. If R2 = 0 then there is a complete Jack of 
fit of the model to the data, R2 = 1 implies a perfect fit . The value of R 2 

should be used with care to evaluate the model [8, page 498], since the value of 
R 2 will increase if more and more variables are added to the regression model. 
Therefore an adjusted multiple coeffi cient of determination is used in this paper 
to evaluate the regression model: 

2 n - l 2 
R0 = 1 - ( k ) ( 1 - R ) 

n - "+ l 
(5.6) 

R ~ takes into account the sample size n and the number of (3 parameters (k) 
in the model. Using this R~ and the F-test that gives support to the model if 
at least one of the parameters (3 differs from zero , the regression model can be 
evualated . 
In figure 5.4 the z-scores are again plotted , together with a regression-line with 
errorbars that indicate the confidence region for every Q-factor value. The 
regression is done using a third order regression as described above, using the 
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Figure 5.4: z-scores for blockiness from experiment and model 
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a e r or er regress10n ana ys1s on su Jects T bi 5 1 A 3 d d I . d ata 
Scene R~ Significance (p-value) 
name (adjusted) /3o /31 /32 /33 
Boat 0.9704 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
Child 0.9750 0.0001 0.0001 0.0402 0.3988 
Girls 0.9574 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0006 

Light house 0.9489 0.0001 0.3023 0.3452 0.0988 

statistica! package SAS. A third order regression closely resembles the shape of 
the line of the scaling-exp. 
The results of the regression are also given in table 5.1 and in the appendix. For 
all scenes correlation of the line with the subjects data was high . In most cases 
the regression-coeffi cients /3; where significant , except for the lighthouse scene 
and the third order coefficient of the child scene. Because of the high value for 
the adjusted multiple coefficient of determination (adj . R2) (see table 5.1) and 
the visual fitting of the regression line with the subjects data (see 5.4) we accept 
the 3rd order regression as a valid description of the subjects ' data. 
Since we now have a valid desciption of the subjects' data by a regression line, 
we can test the data for the blockiness that comes from the computer model. 
We can interpret these estimations for the blockiness as new data points and 
we can test if such a data point could be a possible member of the subjects ' 
data . If this is the case, than the computer model data cannot be rejected as 
being significantly different form the subjects ' data, thus the computer model 
is a good model. 
Given a value for Q (and thus for x ), the regression model can give a prediction 
interval for future values of y (the blockiness z-score). The statistica! package 
SAS has implemented this feature in the regression procedure. Together with 
the regression-analysis I computed these confidence regions. They are plotted 
in figure 5.4 . The regions are 95% confidence regions around the regression-line. 
All points that fall within this region must be considered as possible datapoints 
from a subjects ' rating , all points outside this region are rejected as possible 
members of a subjects' rating in an experiment , using an of 5%. 
In fi gure 5.4 we can see that almost all points that are computed by the model 
are within the 95% confidence regions. Only the images Boats with Q = 90 and 
Lighthouse with Q = 20 and Q = 50 fall outside this region . In genera! thus, 
the model is doing fin e and with the regression analysis clone here the computer 
model cannot be distinguished from the subjects data. The model is working 
less well with the Lighthouse scene and the boat scene. This was already the 
case with the clustering analysis as wel!. 
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Chapter 6 

Con cl usion and discussion 

The first conclusion that can be drawn from the results of the analysis on the 
data in the previous section is that the model is indeed an objective measure that 
is able to do some estimation about the blockiness in a JPEG-coded image. The 
model is not yet perfect. For quality-factors below Q = 50 the model performs 
well. This conclusion can be drawn from the cluster analysis and the drawings 
of the z-scores. Below Q = 50, the lines for the prediction by the model are close 
to the lines of the sealing experiments. A cluster analysis can not separate the 
data computed by the model and the data given by the subjects. The regression 
analysis shows that we cannot reject the data of the model as being significantly 
different from the data of the subjects (Except for lighthouse 20 and 50, which 
are clearly outliers, see figure 5.4) . 
Quality factors above 50 introduce problems in predicting the blockiness. The 
model encounters a threshold above which no real blockiness can be estimated . 
Yet , also the results of the subjects indicate that blockiness for Q = 50 is hut 
marginally present , since there is only about 0.5 units of standard deviation 
het.ween the score for Q = 60 and Q = 90. Blockiness is not so obvious in these 
high quality images . Still there is a monotonie descending line in the subjects 
data for the blockiness from Q = 50 until Q = 90. So the model has to be 
improved to perform better in this region , if we want the model to predict as 
well as subjects. 
The quality sealing factor QSF that is used by the JPEG encoder to scale 
the quantization table, resembles quite well the nonlinear behaviour of quality 
and blockiness at low bit-rates. For Q < 50 , a special fun ction was used to 
scale the quantization-table (see formula 2.4 and figure 2.2). In the plots of 
the previous chapter it can be seen that the blockiness is almost linear with 
the Q-factor. Because of the hyperbolic QSF-function , we were able to used a 
relatively simple third order regression to test the computer model. 
What are the major problems in predicting blockiness by the model? The 
histograms that are used for the estimation of the position of a peak have to 
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be interpreted very carefully. The peak detection not always detects the right 
peak. Soa 'human eye' is always needed to evaluate the results of the blockiness 
estimation. 
An other problem is the computing time. The prototype described in this 
paper needed about 1 minute on a unix-system to compute the blockiness of 
one image. If this blockiness estimation model is used in a post processing device 
(for example: a blockiness reducer) then computing time should be reduced. 
There are some suggestions for improvement, since the model presented here is 
but the first attempt to build a blockiness estimator. The parameters that are 
in the model, like the order of the edge-detection, windowlength etc. could be 
optimized. In the model presented here I did only one optimization step until I 
had an effective working model. 
The regions in which edges are estimated and evaluated can be choosen more 
efficient . In the model presented here, only the edges on the boundaries between 
the 8x8 subimages are used in the detection . A further reduction can be made by 
using selected regions that typically contain more ( obvious) blocking-artefacts, 
like uniform regions. 
More investigation has to be done to get a ful grip on the subject of blockiness 
estimation. The first step was taken in this paper. But to find a objective 
measure that performs as well as a subject, far more steps are to follow. 
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Appendix A 

Experimental data 

Table A.l: Experimental and model data for scene Boats, smoothing = 2 
Quality sealing model regression 
factor experiment peak z-score regressed 95% conf. interval 

Q z-score position peak pos y value y low y high 
20 1.935899 3.104424 1.800438 1.8426 1.4888 2.1964 
25 1.141936 2.660060 1.248059 1.1662 0.8253 1.5071 
30 0.496530 2.123675 0.581291 0.6264 0.2855 0.9672 
40 -0.182334 1.690836 0.043239 -0 .1070 -0.4510 0.2371 
50 -0 .322736 1.291402 -0.453289 -0.4845 -0.8259 -0.1432 
60 -0 .544761 0.898599 -0.941574 -0.6333 -0.9747 -0.2919 
70 -0.740997 0.966480 -0.857192 -0.6803 -1.0250 -0.3357 
80 -0.883668 0.995266 -0 .821409 -0 .7527 -1.0960 -0.4093 
90 -0.899868 1.173730 -0.599564 -0.9774 -1 .3369 -0 .6178 
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Table A.2: Experimental and model data for scene Child, smoothing = 2 
Quality sealing model regression 
factor experiment peak z-score regressed 95% conf. interval 

Q z-score position peak pos y value ylow y high 
20 1.624210 3.261522 1.867893 1.5750 1.2495 1.9006 
25 1.033900 2.560740 1.020821 1.1744 0.8607 1.4881 
30 0.929955 2.348940 0.764807 0.8136 0.5000 1.1272 
40 0.189043 1.758360 0.050942 0.2047 -0.1119 0.5212 
50 -0.305619 1.335806 -0.459821 -0.2661 -0.5802 0.0480 
60 -0.578072 0.958618 -0.915748 -0.6127 -0.9268 -0.2985 
70 -0 .825352 0.970983* -0.900802 -0.8493 -1.1665 -0.5322 
80 -1.034477 1.133366 -0.704521 -0.9902 -1.3061 -0.6743 
90 -1.033588 1.117607* -0.723570 -1.0495 -1.3803 -0 .7186 

* = with a smoothing of 4 

Table A.3 : Experimental and model data for scene Girls , smoothing = 4 
Quality sealing model regression 
factor experiment peak z-score regressed 95% conf. interval 

Q z-score position peak pos y value ylow y high 
20 1.727704 2.210363 1.962670 1.6753 1.2508 2.0998 
25 1.175053 1.811344 1.173864 1.1524 0.7434 1.5615 
30 0.510299 1.432851 0.425635 0.7192 0.3102 1.1282 
40 0.296730 1.22* 0.004857 0.0815 -0.3313 0.4943 
50 -0.428771 0.868613 -0.689788 -0.3180 -0 .7276 0.0916 
60 -0.531723 0.931424 -0.565619 -0.5595 -0.9692 -0.1499 
70 -0 .665867 0.871123 -0.684826 -0. 7233 -1.1369 -0.3097 
80 -0.981261 0.816408 -0. 792990 -0.8894 -1.3014 -0.4774 
90 -1.102164 0.795762 -0.833804 -1.1382 -1.5696 -0. 7068 

* = estimated from histogram 
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Table A.4: Experimental and model data for scene Lighthouse, smoothing = 1 
Quality sealing model regression 
factor experiment peak z-score regressed 95% conf. interval 

Q z-score position peak pos y value y low y high 
20 1.380322 1.948012 1.947225 1.4117 0.9467 1.8767 
25 1.113995 1.520829 0.962703 1.1478 0.6997 1.5959 
30 0.950144 1.411758 0.711329 0.8776 0.4296 1.3256 
40 0.449796 1.137869 0.078257 0.3383 -0.1139 0.7905 
50 -0.293840 0.713264 -0 .8984 79 -0.1661 -0.6148 0.2826 
60 -0.644604 0.801235 -0.695734 -0.5956 -1.0444 -0.1469 
70 -0 .935746 0.792216 -0 .716520 -0.9102 -1.3632 -0.45 71 
80 -0.913562 0.807464 -0.681378 -1.0696 -1.5209 -0 .6183 
90 -1.106505 0.796172 -0. 707403 -1.0339 -1.5065 -0.5614 
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